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may contain some TRUTH

A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No. 2104 130 Hobart Rd Kings Meadows Hare: Tail Pipe

Run Report:
I must regretfully start this weeks report with an apology , the power of being a media mogul has gone to my head ! My humble apologies go to Tagg &
One hump , for my remarks about their respective culinary habits . Mr One
Hump said “I will not come to Hash again if you don’t take back the part in
last week’s trash about me being in KFC , I do not eat fatty food & I am not a
lazy sludge arsed bastard . Sorry ! And to Tagg who said” I do not eat KFC I
only eat beef “ [he had 3 steaks this week ] my apologies .[more about Tagg
later ]. Anyway down to this weeks run .The hare was Tailpipe & he opened
his workshop for our convenience with the first notable sight was the blazing firepot .It was a mild moonlit night as we gathered waiting for the call for
us to get underway for Tailpipe’s 1st run as hare .At 6.30 sharp he instructed
us to proceed into Blaydon St with the trail on chalk . Buggsy & Rickshaw
lead the way into the Kings Meadows rivulet park into Faulkner Ave across
Hobart Rd & up Carr St & turned left into Kanara St where the late cummers
loop caught the main trail in Opossum Rd . Fitness fanatic Rickshaw said to
Buggsy , coughing & wheezing I’m buggered I am going to go back , but he
wasn’t alone as Tagg , who was with his alter-ego Blackbeard tonite , said he
couldn’t travel too far from the smell of BEEF cooking at Macca’s , so they
went back to Tailpipe’s . Meanwhile a pack of walkers in Hash Pash , Fingers , Blakey & Sprocket , [more about that later ] headed up Opossum Rd
past the golf course & turned into Warragul St .Down Warragul St we all
went , turned right at Negara St & found the 1 st check . The trail was found
by Blakey & Sprocket up Norwood Ave where it turned into HeathfieldSt ,
where by now Fingers & Hash Pash had turned back . trail went right into
Hawthorn St , left into Avonbury Crt to a check at Rossmoye St . Trail was
picked up in Boitonhill Rd turned left into Charlton St , left into Charalois Dr
& into Charlton Reserve . Through the reserve we went in the darkness ,
Buggsy , Boong & Goblet, where it occurred to us that Blakey & his boy had
never led a hash pack before as they did not know they had to call loudly”
On On “. Well finally they did after some abuse was laid on them & we followed the trail to the roundabout at the bottom of Quarantine Rd thinking how much further do we have to go ! The trail led
up Quarantine Rd & kept going up until we reached the Carr Villa cemetery reserve which we followed to find the On home in
Carr St , less than 100 mtrs from an early part of the trail . This was a well set run [ring stretcher] of about 7-8 kms , good effort
Tailpipe ! When we got back to the On On , Inlet was sitting there quaffing beer out
of his cock & balls grail , someone said “didn’t see you on the run “ , & was answered O’h I RAN as far as the Norwood Primary School but couldn’t find the trail
so I came back . As if !

OnOn
The Editor

ON ON:
The Hashers were asked to bring a couple of pieces of fire wood each
to fuel the fire pot, as the last Hashers arrived it looked like Fitzies
wood yard at Remount road had been raided. There was enough wood
to last a week. Thanks to those who provided the wood especially Fingers. The trailer has been delivered to the run site tonight by Hash
Pash. Pash forgot to tighten the jockey wheel when he unhitched the
trailer from the four wheel drive. The trailer crashed to the ground and
the barrels rolled across the workshop yard. Pash and Tail Pipe thought
they had gotten away with a minor disaster but Goblet was sitting in
his car watching the fiasco unroll. The kegs are rolled back to the workshop and appear to be no worse for wear and the beer is pouring to
perfection. Goblet has picked up one of the kegs and says this is in
better condition than my home brew barrel pity it has the wrong
fittings. The AFL is now into round nine but we have not had any results from Sheila for rounds seven and eight, Bugsy’s phone beeps and
it is the latest results unfortunately Bugsy is not up with the latest
technology and the result sheet appears on his phone the size of a 60
cent postage stamp. The Ex G.M who is practicing to be a Batchelor has
bought four king size steaks with him tonight has fired up the barby
and has thrown one on as a test. The Footy tipping is finally deciphered and we think that Boong is in the lead with 49 points

Skulls:
With a smaller than usual pack tonight there were only a couple of skulls.
The first up was the Virgin Hare Tail Pipe. A great run incorporating a late comers loop and not been afraid to set a long run, up you get TAIL Pipe.
It is unusual for LH3 to do a renaming but tonight Blakey’s boy is going to be
renamed Sproket. There is a light over there for you as you will be driving Blakey home again. Blakey also will skull for letting this fiasco happen under his
watch.
There is one Hasher who was late getting to the run tonight and said he run as
far as the Norwood school, in fact he could not find the run site Meadows
Mufflers and Brakes even though he drives past it every day. Up you get Inlet
we have a heavy ready for you as we know you are driving tonight.
The last skull tonight is a dual skull for Hash Pash. As well as his disaster with
the trailer and the kegs he has completed 400 runs and found the On Home
twice in the last fifteen years.

Raffle: Will this be another raffle rigged by the Committee.
Meat tray: Bugsy ( The WebMaster)
SixPack Boags stubbies: Fingers. ( The Horn)
Bottle wine: Fingers ( The Horn)
SCA Multi tool: Abba ( The Trail Master) (Vad fan är en skruvnyckel. Jag har
ingen användning för detta.)

Committee:
The 2014 Committee The investment in Excellence for HASHERS
GM: Slomo JM: Sheila, Hash Cash: Scary, Monk: Blakey, Trail master: Abba, Horn: Left Right, Lip: Rickshaw Scribe: Boong, Web
Wanker Bugsy

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 20th May Rowland Cres Summerhill Hare: Fingers
Tuesday 27th May 4 Erica Crt Summerhill Hare: Delly
More Hares required see this years Trail Master Abba before he nominates you to set a run.
LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) http://www.lh4.com.au
LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 22nd May Hare: Inspector Gadget. 12 Mcrae Place Prospect.
LH3 Website

Joke of the week
A midget cowboy complained to doctor about excruciating pain in his balls. Doc looked him over, pulled out a huge
set of scissors. Midget says you ain't cutting my balls off. Doc said, no, I'm cutting the tops off your new boots .

Abba went to the police station to file a "missing person" report for his missing wife:
Abba :-I lost my wife, she went shopping & hasn't come back yet.
Inspector :-What is her height?
Abba:-I never checked.
Inspector :-Slim or healthy?.
Abba :-Not slim, can be healthy.
Inspector :-Colour of eyes?
Abba :-Never noticed.
Inspector :-Colour of hair?
Abba :-Changes according to season.
Inspector :-What was she wearing?
Abba:-Not sure whether it was a dress or a nurse uniform.
Inspector :-Was she driving?
Abba:-Ya Ya
Inspector :-Colour of the car? . . . . .
Abba:-White SAAB with supercharged 3.0 litre V6 engine generating 333 horse power teamed with an eight-speed
tiptronic automatic transmission with manual mode. And it has full LED headlights, which use light emitting diodes
for all light functions and has a very thin scratch on the front left door ............. and then Abba started crying …
Inspector:-Don't worry Abba,.....We will find your car.

